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Slide Group Name

Dimensions

Family Slide Surf Safari (900x3000mm)
(Big Hole Ø2800 mm
81,37 m + 11,76 m.
Description
This exciting new attraction features a daring 40-degree sloped
entrance and a unique, parabolic design, that creates an illusion
that adds to the adrenalin filled experience. As a result,
thrill-seekers young and old alike will experience in totally new
riding experience never before seen in a family-styled waterslide.
Surf Safari®’s exhilarating trip results from its stream-lined,
parabolic bowl-shaped design which speeds four-person rafts
through twists and turns, as the unexpected changes in momentum
that will send hearts pounding before riders splash into pool or
run-out exits. The unique slide path gives riders a longer voyage
compared to other slides with similar offerings.
Our Surf Safari® primary features are
High capacity (four-person rafts)
Unique geometrical shape
Stream-lined design
Slider returns to its point of origin.
Waterfall feature
Long ride path
Parabolic form
Pool exit
Fully closed tunnel version

Slide Group

Name

Dimensions

Description

Family Slide

Rafting
Slide

(800x1400mm)
Lenght:129,85 m.

Rafting Slide is the type with a radius of 800 x1400 mm. Our design of rafting
slide has open and close tube slides that offers an unforgettable ride experience.
You will discover something new and exciting at every corner. Friends, spouses,
and parents can experience the joy of sliding all together and laughter will be
heard all around the park. It is a good alternative for those who find Tsunami
& Space Hole too exciting & also for those who do not prefer covered slides
like Black Hole.

Slide Group

Name

Dimensions

Description

Extreme
Slides

Space
Shuttle

(122,81m.
Black Hole
Ø1400mm)

This new adrenaline waterslide offers an exciting ride path.
The main features are its design configuration, unique form
and ride path. With its open and and enclosed parts the adrenaline
ends with a splash pool drop.

OUR RACER SLIDE PROVIDES VR TECHNOLOGY

Our Racer Slide has “Splash VR”, the first technology solution that deploys
a virtual-reality experience for waterpark guests without impacting the
structure of existing waterslides.

SLIDING DEEP INTO A LOST WORLD

When guests wore their VR headwear and begin their waterslide journey,
they will Experience a journey though the Lost City of Atlantis. Based on a
radio - wave system, the headsets know exactly where users are located
on the slide and their views change based on a triangulation of electromagnetic-radiation wavelengths. With the introduction of the Atlantis immersive
experience, however, guests on actual waterslides can now imagine being
in completely different worlds. The Atlantis video is only the beginning of the
adventures awaiting guests. Parks will have the opportunity to allow riders
to choose different adventures - new concepts and films - every time they
shoot down a tube.

Slide Group

Name

Dimensions

Description

Extreme
Slides

Wave
Slide

(500x3000mm)

Our uphill ride is the Wave Slide. One of ourhigh-speed rides
that offer screams, adrenaline and fun. Engineered for maximum
safety “Wave Slide” delivers the highest level of ride performance.
This ride is a breathtaking experience and it provides fun for all
your guests. After just one ride, you will keep rushing back.

Slide Group

Name

Dimensions

Description

Speed
Slide

Looping
Rocket

80,43 m.

Looping Rocket is a high adrenaline ride. Ready to release
yourself? Then get ready for one of the highest drops you can
experience.

Slide Group

Name

Dimensions

Description

Racer
Slide

Windigo

38,87 m Ø825mm)
+ (49 m Ø825mm)
+ (2x650x900mm)
46,23 m.

Windigo is a sophisticated, thrill ride that begins with
enclosed aquatube slides that transforms into high speed
multiracer lanes. This award winning high end-design
and engineering ride offers a visual feast.

Slide Group

Name

Dimensions

Description

Body Slides

Aqua
Tube

(Ø825mm)
84,34 m

If you are a beginner and want to experience a short and
a fast ride, choose Aquatube. The visual and auditory
effects can be planned and added to create a visual
harmony that your guests will never forget.

Slide Group

Name

Dimensions

Description

Body Slides

Aquatube

Ø825mm) 125 m

If you were a beginner and want to experience a bit more short and a fast
ride, choose Aquatube. The visual and auditory effects can be planned
and added to create a visual harmony that your guests will never forget.

Slide Group

Name

Dimensions

Description

Body Slide

Racer
Body
Slide

(700x1000
mm)
108,9 m.

Starting with enclosed twister slides and
transforming into the high speed racer
lane with high speed mat racer.

Technical
Specifications

B8

Heights

12.30 m

Pool Area (sqmt)

675

Features
Waterfall Jet

4

Water Gun

19

Water Mill

4

Umrellla Jet

1

Tipping Bucket

1

Net Bridge

1

Water Volcano

1

Interactive
Arching Jets

3

Pull Rope

3

Spinning Cylinder

1

Interactive
Tippy Bucket

12

Tippy Bucket

4

Floor Jets

5

Daisy Shower

3

Fish Bucket

1

Waterslides

6

TOTAL

69

B8 – Water Play Structure

Our play structures invite you to create your fun your way! Tipping buckets, slides, net climbs, water cannons

and water all around, our play structures are surely the center of fun. Children will love it for sure, but they
will not be alone. You will love this entertainment as much as they do.

Studies show, that children learn best when allowed to actively explore in an environment that is fun and
appeals to their natural curiosity and desire to learn. Our play structures are there for the kids to serve his

purpose as well. We provide an environment where children are free to move, play and explore safely.

Our play structures are available in different sizes, colors and different themes. Just choose one. You will
be delighted with the results.

Splash Bucket
is a one-to-one interactive splash
game tests players to see who
has the fastest reaction.
Participants must tap the buttons
as fast as they can when they
light up. Players can have fun attempting to beat their opponent
and splashing them with nozzles
embedded in the module, and
with a big splash at the end of
the game.

Splash Cabin
is water powered interactive
game. Competition gets players
wet as they battle against animated
opponents in first-ever Splash
Cabin attraction. Splash Cabin is
a unique game that allows two
players to engage in a fun, water-fueled battle with animated
competitors using an interactive
screen.
Score points by hitting moving targets while trying to avoid being hit
themselves by waterjets shooting
from screen-embedded nozzles.
Earn points for hitting targets, and
the loser is doused with a water-splash surprise.

• There are scoreboards on racer slides.
• All slides are engineered for maximum safety.
• Every slide has traffic light systems and safety automation for extra safety.

